AW, SHOOT  Jonah Kagan

ACROSS
1. One-two part
4. Like many women at Woodstock
11. One-two target
14. "... ___ quit!"
15. Like some bodybuilders while on stage
16. Copa Mundial cry
17. *He shot at a piece of fruit
19. Furrower
20. *He shot at orcs
21. Purposely exposed oneself to radiation?
23. River of Flanders
24. Persuasive one
26. US soccer star Landon
30. Chillax
33. Stud's spot
36. Capital in the Hindu Kush mountains
37. The "doc" of "What's up, doc?", often
38. Basement's purpose, maybe
40. Spotted beetle
42. Peter player in "Spiderman"
43. "___ Have No Bananas"
45. Bear, in Bilbao
46. Vasectomy sound
47. Words With Friends rack
49. Poet who always wrote in green ink
51. Scarlett's plantation
55. Drag with difficulty
57. *She shot in Greek mythology
60. Way, way east
61. Equipment for each of this puzzle's theme answers
64. Imported vehicle?
65. Without delay
66. Steely Dan album pronounced like a continent
67. River's bottom
68. Loathe
69. "Phew!"

DOWN
1. Double-chinned?
2. One who is energetic and infantile, supposedly
3. Part of a hull
4. Distill, in a way
5. Pirate's enemy: Abbr.
6. Collection for the poor
7. Flawed serve
8. Dutch city
9. Harem keeper
10. Spread apart
11. *He shot at soldiers
12. Plant for a burn
13. Plant to burn
14. ___ Voldemort (villain in the Harry Potter series)
15. "Hot in Herre" rapper
16. "Law & Order: ___"
17. Kosher
18. Termagant
19. Did as bid
20. Father of 57-Across
21. Thus
22. Close calls?: Abbr.
23. Gazillions
24. "___ it something I said?"
25. NYSE home
26. Spanish red wine
27. City at the First Cataract
28. "___ it something I said?"
29. '80s music medium
30. Extra eBay effort
31. Father of Aaron and Moses
32. Fat with difficulty
33. Result of a tear at the movies?
34. Drink with a croissant
35. Years, to Augustus
36. Vitamin amts.
37. '80s music medium
38. Extra eBay effort
39. Father of Aaron and Moses
40. Spanish red wine
41. City at the First Cataract
42. Result of a tear at the movies?
43. Drink with a croissant
44. '80s music medium
45. Extra eBay effort
46. Father of Aaron and Moses
47. Spanish red wine
48. City at the First Cataract
49. Result of a tear at the movies?
50. Drink with a croissant
51. '80s music medium
52. Extra eBay effort
53. Father of Aaron and Moses
54. Spanish red wine
55. City at the First Cataract
56. Result of a tear at the movies?
57. Drink with a croissant
58. '80s music medium
59. Extra eBay effort
60. Father of Aaron and Moses
61. Spanish red wine
62. City at the First Cataract
63. Result of a tear at the movies?